AWA’s Honor & Memorial Signage Program

For individuals and businesses who are committed to the AWA mission of eliminating animal suffering and promoting the importance of the human-animal bond and want to commemorate or honor a special loved one or beloved pet, AWA has a special program for you.

If you love cats, dogs and small furries a sponsor sign for a Dog Enclosure, Cat Condo or in the Small Animal Space is the perfect option.

**Cat Condo, Dog Enclosures, and Small Animal Space - $125 for 1 year**

Option to renew

The parking signs are a great way for individuals or a business to show support for AWA and its mission.

- $750 - 2 years
- $1,000 - 3 years
- $5,000 - Lifetime of Sign (minimum 15 years)

Option to renew

**Lifetime Option**

Memorialize or honor a loved one or a beloved pet with a leaf on AWA’s *Leaves of Love Memory Tree*.

Your personal message will be printed on an acrylic leaf and placed on our memory tree for years to come and will help future animals that arrive at AWA in need of love and care.

**Memory Leaf - $750**

For the life of the Memory Tree

For more information please contact Sue at sueb@awanj.org or 856.424.2288 ext 118